Mozart Notes
Hello Dogs and Dog Lovers,
Welcome to the inaugural issue of Mozart Notes. I’m Woofgang Mozart, Mozart for short. The dogloving people in my life and I created a collar that has been proven effective for soothing dogs
stressed by thunder, separation anxiety and other situations. The main reason our Music Mutz Collar
works is the high-quality speakers that deliver every distinct melodic note and engaging nature
sound in our custom-arranged songs. With my wide range of hearing, I pick up every comforting
note and sound, arf!
Also, because separation anxiety was a big issue for me, my human pals made sure the battery
would last up to 14 hours and fully recharges in only one hour! And, the speakers are separated so
whether you have pointy or floppy ears, it doesn’t matter how the collar lays on your neck…
the collar is perfect for any dog!
Yap, yap, we thought of everything. That’s why my humans and I believe our Music Mutz Collar is
by far the best at soothing dogs that suffer from lots of different stress situations. Check out
musicmutz.com for lots more info. And tell the people in your life to get a Music Mutz Collar for you
right away! Even if you don’t have issues that put your tail in a twist, the music is so relaxin
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Calmly yours,

Barking Woofs of Wisdom
I love this quote by Bertrand Russell: “The good life is one inspired by love and guided by
knowledge.” Yip, I’m definitely living the good life! My human pals treat me so well all the time and I
know they love me. Of course, dogs give love unconditionally, but it sure is a lot easier to love my
human because I know they would do anything for me.
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Slobbery kisses,
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email us
pictures of yourselves
with or without your humans!
I’ll post them on social media.
Let us know if you were doing
anything extra special that day.
Woof!
Mozart@musicmutz.com

Helping My Dog Pals
If you get scared when you hear thunder or fireworks or hate riding in the car,
you’re not alone. It’s also nothing to be embarrassed about. Millions of dogs
are afraid of things. Some are noises. Some are situations they don’t like.
Fear is a response to an actual or perceived threat or situation. A phobia is an
exaggerated fear response that can completely overwhelm a dog. Either way,
it doesn’t much matter since it can really make us miserable.
A lot of dogs are more sensitive to changes in barometric pressure than
humans are. So, while they can read and understand when the TV
meteorologists say there’s a thunderstorm approaching, we dogs actually
“feel” it coming long before the first clap of thunder can be heard. Knowing
the storm is coming can trigger fearful reactions to thunder long before we
hear it.
Trust me, I know how you feel. I used to have separation anxiety whenever
my humans left me alone in the house. Once my human pals invented my
Music Mutz Collar, I have been in musical heaven!

Music Mutz
soothes dogs that
suffer from stress
due to:
Thunder
Separation
Fireworks
Riding in car
Screeching brakes
Dogs barking
Vet and groomer visits
Illness, depression
Vacuum cleaners
Loud voices
And many more issues

So, whether it’s noises or certain situations like riding in cars, going to the vet
or being left alone in the house, try Music Mutz. You’ll be soothin’ and groovin’
to the specially composed music in no time.

Special Fun With Our Humans
We all know our humans would take us everywhere with them if they
could, right? Sometimes (like wherever it is that they go to make money to
buy us toys, chow and treats), that’s not possible. But there are lots of
places they can take us that are so much fun…and I’m not just yapping
about dog parks.
Bring this to your humans to read so they will visit www.bringfido.com. It is
a great website with lists of events and activities in different cities that are
just for dogs, plus hotels and restaurants that make us feel right at home.
Nothing gets my tail wagging better than when the suitcases come out.
Mine is bone-shaped, of course!
So whether your humans are going across the country or around the world,
let them know about bringfido.com. Since we don't have opposable
thumbs, you’ll have to ask your humans to email me pictures of your trips
at Mozart@musicmutz.com.
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Bone voyage,
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